Astrt. For a pair X Y A of topological spaces and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 the cobordism group n X Y AY S w with local coe½cients is introduced. If X is a CW complex and S w is a local system over X determined by w, then we have an Atiyah-Hirzeburch spectral sequence E 2 pY q H p X Y q n S w A pq X Y S w which is regular and hence convergent. For a connected CW complex X the map m X 4 X Y S w 3 H 4 X Y S w , de®ned by mMY f Y j f Ã j Ã s, is a surjection and its kernel is 4 n Z 2 if w H 0, where s is a fundamental homology class with respect to the orientation sheaf of a manifold M and j is a local orientation. The closed 4-manifolds with ®nitely presentable fundamental group p and the ®rst Stiefel-Whitney class induced from w are almost classi®ed modulo connected sums with simply connected manifolds by the quotient H 4 BpY S w aAut p
Astrt. For a pair X Y A of topological spaces and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 the cobordism group n X Y AY S w with local coe½cients is introduced. If X is a CW complex and S w is a local system over X determined by w, then we have an Atiyah-Hirzeburch spectral sequence E 2 pY q H p X Y q n S w A pq X Y S w which is regular and hence convergent. For a connected CW complex X the map m X 4 X Y S w 3 H 4 X Y S w , de®ned by mMY f Y j f Ã j Ã s, is a surjection and its kernel is 4 n Z 2 if w H 0, where s is a fundamental homology class with respect to the orientation sheaf of a manifold M and j is a local orientation. The closed 4-manifolds with ®nitely presentable fundamental group p and the ®rst Stiefel-Whitney class induced from w are almost classi®ed modulo connected sums with simply connected manifolds by the quotient H 4 BpY S w aAut p w Ã , and precisely in the case that p is abelian.
Introduction
The oriented cobordism functor f Ã X Y AY j Ã Y qg satis®es the ®rst six Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for the category of pairs of topological spaces and maps [2] . So, for any CW complex X the Atiyah-Hirzeburch spectral sequence E 2 pY q H p X Y q A pq X is regular and hence convergent in the sense of [1] . Using this spectral sequence, the classi®cation of oriented closed 4-manifolds having the ®nitely presentable fundamental group p modulo connected sums with simply connected manifolds is given by the quotient H 4 BpY ZaAut p Ã [4] , [7] .
Our goal of this paper is to extend the above result to the non-orientable case. We introduce a cobordism group n X Y AY S w for a pair X Y A of topological spaces and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 , which reduces to n X Y A if w 0. Let w 1 X BO r 3 KZ 2 Y 1 be the map corresponding to the ®rst Stiefel-Whitney class. Consider w to be a map of X to KZ 2 Y 1, and let be the pull-back. Then n X Y S w coincides with n BY f given by Stong in [12, p. 17] . We show that this cobordism group has the properties similar to the oriented cobordism group.
For a pair of points xY y e X we denote by qyY x the set of relative homotopy classes of paths from x to y. Let S be a family fSxY Sgg satisfying the following conditions, which will be called a local system (of abelian groups) over X:
(1) for each x e X , Sx is an abelian group, (2) for each g e qyY x, Sg is an isomorphism of S y to Sx and (3) Sgg H Sg Sg H for any g e qyY x and g H e qzY y. By the de®nition we see that S induces a homomorphism S x X p 1 X Y x 3 Aut Sx de®ned by S x S e p 1 X Y x for each x e X . Fix x 0 e X and choose an element x e qxY x 0 for each x e X . Then we see also that
Sg S x À1 S x 0 x g À1 y S y for each g e qyY x. When X is arcwise connected and G is an abelian group, any homomorphism r X p 1 X Y x 0 3 Aut G induces one and only one local system over X such that Sx 0 G and S x 0 r [10] , which is called a local system determined by r.
For w e H 1 X Y Z 2 let S w be a local system over X which satis®es the following conditions.
(1.1) For each x e X , S w x is isomorphic to the group Z of integers.
(1.2) S w is determined by the homomorphism r w X p 1 X Y x 0 3 Aut Z. Here r w is a composite of the Hurewicz homomorphism
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let X be a CW complex and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 . Then we have a spectral sequence E 2 pY q H p X Y q n S w A pq X Y S w which is regular and hence convergent.
For an n-manifold N the orientation sheaf S N is de®ned as follows. (2.1) S N u H n NY N À uY Z for each u e Int N and S N u H nÀ1 qNY qN À uY Z for each u e qN.
(2.2) S N is determined by the homomorphism r N w 1 N , where is the Hurewicz homomorphism and w 1 N is the ®rst Stiefel-Whitney class of N.
Now we de®ne n X Y S w assuming the notion of equivalence between local systems. We consider a pair of a closed n-manifold M and a continuous map f X M 3 X such that S M and the induced local system f Ã S w are equivalent. Let j fj u g u e M denote the family of isomorphisms j u X S M u 3 f Ã S w u which gives this equivalence (See O 2). Let M n X Y S w be the set which consists of such triples MY f Y j. We de®ne the equivalence relation in M n X Y S w as follows.
means that there exist a compact n 1-manifold W and a map F X W 3 X satisfying the following conditions:
there exists an equivalence p X S W 3 F Ã S w such that p p j qW X S qW 3 F Ã S w jqW satis®es pjM 1 j 1 and pjM 2 Àj 2 . The set of equivalence classes M n X Y S w a d has a natural group structure and is denoted by n X Y S w and called a cobordism group with local coe½cients. We use the notation MY f Y j for the cobordism class in
where s is the fundamental class in H n MY S M . We may call j a local orientation of M associated with f . We have only two local orientations qj associated with f provided that M is connected. Using Theorem 1 we will get the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let X be a connected CW complex and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 . The map m X 4 X Y S w 3 H 4 X Y S w is a surjection and the kernel is 4 if w 0, and 4 n Z 2 if w H 0.
Let p be a ®nitely presentable group, Bp KpY 1 be an EilenbergMacLane complex and w be an element of H 1 BpY Z 2 . We consider the set M 4 pY w consisting of the closed connected 4-manifolds M such that p 1 M p and w 1 M w, or more precisely, there is a map f X M 3 Bp satisfying (3.1) f induces an isomorphism on p 1 , that is, f Ã X p 1 MY u 3 p 1 BpY f u is isomorphism for any u, and 4 BpY S w under some condition which is automaticaly satis®ed when p is abelian.
We will say that closed connected 4-manifolds M and N are weakly stably equivalent, if there exist closed simply connected 4-manifolds M 0 and N 0 such that MM 0 and NN 0 are di¨eomorphic to each other. Let Aut p w be the subgroup of Aut p consisting of the elements whose corresponding classifying base point preserving maps l X Bp 3 Bp satisfy l Ã w w on H 1 BpY Z 2 . Then we can extend Theorem 1 in [7] to the non-orientable case at least in the case of abelian fundamental groups.
Theorem 3. Let p be a ®nitely generated abelian group and w be a nontrivial element of H 1 BpY Z 2 . Then, the set of weakly stable equivalence classes in M We recall the notion of equivalence between local systems and de®ne the relative cobordism group with local coe½cients in O 2, and we describe the properties of cobordism group with local coe½ciens in O 3. We prove Theorem 1 in O 4 and then we compute some cobordism groups with local coe½cients and prove Corollary 2 in O 5. We discuss the relation of local orientations and cobordism classes in O 6 and we prove Theorem 3, its generalized form Theorem 20, and Theorem 4 in O 7. Finally we give some calculations of
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Cobordism group with local coe½cients
Let M be a compact n-manifold, and f a map of MY qM into X Y A. If A f then qM f. We denote by f Ã S w the local system over M induced
If the following conditions are satis®ed, two local systems SY T over M are called equivalent, and denoted by j X S 3 d T. 
Tv
Now we de®ne a w-singular manifold MY f Y j of dimension n in X Y A by the following three conditions.
We recall here the de®nition of the isomorphism S M for the relative homotopy class of any path from u to v. For each point u e Int M there exists an open neighborhood U of u with a homeomorphism h X UY u 3 R n Y 0. We put Dr fx e R n Y jjxjj a rg and Ur h À1 Int Dr for a positive number r. Then the inclusion i Ur u Y u e Urg forms an inductive system over B u and we get a canonical isomorphism
For any two points uY v of Int M and any embbeded path g from u to v, we take a Lebesgue number e of an open covering fg À1 Urg of [0, 1] and a division 0 t 0`t1`Á Á Á`t l 1 of [0, 1] such that t j À t jÀ1`e . We put gt j u j . For each j 1 a j a l there exists some Ur which contains gt jÀ1 Y t j . Denoting such Ur by U j r j , we de®ne a homomorphism
It is known that the homomorphism g Ã depends only on the homotopy class of g keeping the boundary ®xed [6] . When g is a closed path, g Ã w 1 M is an obstruction to the trivialization of g Ã TM, where TM is the tangent bundle of M. So, S M g is given by g Ã for any path g connecting two points of Int M. If v e Int M and u e qM, we choose a closed neighborhood V of u in M homeomorphic to a closed disk D n , and choose a point v 0 e V Int M and an embbeded path d in V from u to v 0 . We can assume d qM fug. Moreover we put V 1 V qM and
qMY qM À uY Z be a composite of the following maps:
The composition of g Ã and d Ã 's gives the isomorphism S M for the relative homotopy class of any path from u to v with uY v e qM. Note that S M jqM is also determined by w 1 qM and
for u e qM, where d is a path in M from u to v 0 e Int M. This remark is very useful, especially in the proof of Propositions 5 (3) and 6. We will use the notation
Then we have the following proposition.
For each v uY t we de®ne a path v from uY 0 to v and a path v from uY 1 to v by
Note that identifying u with uY 0 and uY 1 we get j u vÃ Àj u vÃ for v uY t e Int W and we de®ne p v by this map. Then, identifying M Â 0 and M Â 1 with M, it is easy to see
We glue W 1 and W 2 by identifying M 2 by a di¨eomorphism which reverses the local orientation at each point, and denote the resulting manifold by W. We de®ne a map
We take further a point v j e U Int W j and a path j from v to v j in U W j j 1Y 2. If we regard j as a path in Int W , we rewrite this j . Then we have isomorphisms
Since U is simply connected, from the way of the gluing we get
The de®nition is independent of the choice of UY v j Y j . Moreover we have S w F Ã j p v j p v j Ã for v e Int M 2 j 1Y 2. Let v j e Int W j , v e Int M 2 be any point and g j be any path from v to v j in W j for j 1Y 2. From the above equality we see that 
has a structure of an abelian group. We call this group an n-dimensional cobordism group with local coe½cients S w of X Y A. If w 0, then M and W are orientable; j and p give the orientation of M and W respectively. Therefore n X Y AY S 0 coincides with n X Y A.
The relative cobordism group may be also de®ned by the method of [12, p. 43], but our method makes clear the representatives and able to prove Theorems 1 and 3.
Properties of cobordism group with local coe½cients
In this section, we study the properties of cobordism group with local coe½cients needed to construct the Atiyah-Hirzeburch spectral sequence. Cobordism groups with local coe½cients have properties similar to the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for the homology theory.
Fix
Let i X A 3 X be the inclusion map. We de®ne a boundary operator
where j jjS qM .
Proposition 6. Cobordism groups with local coe½cients have the following properties.
(1) If id X X Y A 3 X Y A is the identity map, then id Ã X n X Y AY S w 3 n X Y AY S w is the identity map.
(
(4) For every pair X Y A and every w e H 1 X Y Z 2 , the sequence
Proof.
(1), (2) and (3) are trivial. (4) For MY f Y j e n AY i Ã S w we put W M Â I . We de®ne a map F X W 3 X by F uY t f u uY t e M Â I and a path v from uY 0 to v uY t by v s uY st. Moreover de®ne p by extending
Then NY gY e n AY i Ã S w and i Ã NY gY MY f Y j. Hence we have Ker j Ã r Im i Ã . q j Ã 0 and i Ã q 0 are trivially veri®ed. Assume that qMY f Y j 0 for MY f Y j e n X Y AY S w . Then there exists an element NY gY e M n AY AY i Ã S w such that qNY gY I qMY f jqMY j. Now we put
We will show that i Ã is surjective; the remainder of argument is similar. For MY f Y j e n X Y AY S w , let P f À1 X À Int A and Q f À1 U.
Then there exists a compact submanifold N r M such that P r N and Q N f. We put g f jN and jInt N jjInt N by identifying H n Int MY Int M À vY Z with H n Int NY Int N À vY Z for any v e Int N. The equivalence X S N 3 g Ã S w is de®ned as a natural unique extension. Then we have NY gY e n X À UY A À UY i Ã w and i Ã NY gY MY f Y j. r From (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Proposition 6 we see that the following sequence is exact for any triple X Y AY B and w according to [3] .
Then we can choose a local system S x equivalent to S w n S h on X Â Y . Through this equivalence for MY f Y j e m X Y AY S w and NY gY e n Y Y S h we have
In particular, if Y pt then we get a homomorphism
where n is the Thom group ([2], [13] ). Let A be a closed subset of X. We want to use an open subset V of X which contains A and (7.1) A is a deformation retract of V by a retraction r X V 3 A, that is, i A r X V 3 V is homotopic to the identity 1 V X V 3 V for the natural in-
&
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 7 (Cf. [6] ). Let A be a closed subeset of X and f X A 3 Y be a continuous map. If there exists an open subset V s A satisfying (7.1),
Proof. We put Z Y f X and let i X X Y A 3 X Y V Y j X ZY Y 3 ZY Y f V be inclusion maps. Consider the left part of the following commutative diagram:
For the homotopy h t X V 3 V between i A r and 1 V given by (7.1), h
is an identity isomorphism for every t. Hence by (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) of Proposition 6 we have
Ã S h 0 for the natural inclusion i V X V 3 X and every q. From the exact sequence of triple X Y V Y A we see that i Ã is an isomorphism. By a similar argument we see that j Ã is also an isomorphism. Next we consider the right part of the above commutative diagram. From (6) of Proposition 6 we see that i H Ã and j H Ã are isomorphisms for the natural inclusions i H and j H . Since the map f X X À AY V À A 3 Z À Y Y f V À A is a homeomorphism, f Ã on the right-hand side is an isomorphism. Hence so is f Ã on the center. Consequently f Ã on the left-hand side is an isomorphism. r Let X be a CW complex and X p its p-skeleton. Hereafter until the end of O 5, i X X p 3 X denotes the natural inclusion. For each p-cell e l of X,
3 e l Y e l denotes its characteristic map. Then we have the following corollary applying Proposition 7 to
and f l h l , because a CW complex has the homotopy extension property.
Moreover, we have
Proof. Since D p l is simply connected, the local system h
is an isomorphism for every l by [2] . Furthermore, the following diagram is commutative:
Therefore, Corollary 8 implies Corollary 9. r
Proof of Theorem 1
For MY f Y j e n X Y AY S w let H n Int MY S Int M be a homology group of in®nite chains with local coe½cients S Int M and j X H n Int MY S Int M 3 H n Int MY f Ã S w be the isomorphism induced by jjInt M. We know that there is a natural isomorphism i X H n Int MY f Ã S w 3 H n MY qMY f Ã S w for any compact manifold M (cf. [6] ). We put j Ã i j and de®ne a homomorphism
and s M is a fundamental class of H n Int MY S Int M . Then, for the any CW complex X we have the following.
Proof. We know that the map
is an isomorphism for every l by [2] , and the following diagram is commutative: 
We de®ne also
where 1 a r a y, Ày`p`y. Since H n p n X p Y i Ã S w 0 for every n and p a À1, F is regular and hence convergent in the sense of [1] . Then we have particularly
By Corollary 9 and Theorem 10 we get
By the universal coe½cient theorem for the homology with local coe½cients [6] we have
Moreover, through these isomorphisms, we have the following commutative diagram:
Thus we proved Theorem 1.
Some calculations and proof of Corollary 2
Using Theorem 1 we will calculate the cobordism group with local coe½cients for some examples and prove Corollary 2. Example 1. Let X S 1 and w H 0. We have an exact sequence
Hence we have n S 1 Y S w q n n Z 2 for n a 5.
Example 2. Let X be a real projective plane P 2 and w H 0. We see that
Hence for n a 5 we have an exact sequence
Then we have 2 P 2 Y S w q 0 and n P 2 Y S w q n n Z 2 for n H 2, n a 5.
Proof of Crollary 2. Since 0 q Z, 1 2 3 0, 4 
Local orientations of non-orientable manifolds
At ®rst we prove the following Proposition.
Proposition 11. Let X be an arcwise connected space and w e H 1 X Y Z 2 . Suppose that M is a connected manifold without boundary. Then for any continuous map f X M 3 X the local system S M is equivalent to f Ã S w if and only if f Ã w w 1 M.
Proof. Assume that j X S M 3 f Ã S w is an equivalence. We regard w and w 1 M as the homomorphisms from H 1 X Y Z to Aut Z Z 2 and H 1 MY Z to Aut Z Z 2 respectively. We put r w w and r M w 1 M for the Hurewicz homomorphism . For every point u e M and every element g e p 1 MY u, the following diagram is commutative:
Since is a surjection, we see f Ã w w 1 M by the following commutative diagram:
Conversely assume that f Ã w w 1 M. Fix a base point u 0 . Then, the local systems f Ã S w and S M have the same associated homomorphism r M r w f Ã X p 1 MY u 0 3 Aut Z. We choose an element u e quY u 0 for each point u e M. If we choose an isomorphism
for every g e qvY u. Hence j is an equivalence. r
Let M be a closed connected n-manifold, p p 1 M and f Y f H X MY u 0 3
BpY y 0 be two maps which satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). Moreover let j X S M 3 f Ã S w and j H X S M 3 f HÃ S w be equivalences. Suppose that f and f H are homotopic by a homotopy F X M Â I 3 Bp. For each point u e M let g u be a path from uY 0 to uY 1 in M Â I de®ned by g u t uY t and de®ne isomorphisms
Then we have
for every relative homotopy class of paths from u 0 to u in M. We may regard k F as a map from M to Aut Z. From the above equation we see that k F is continuous. We de®ne sgn k F by Proof. We put W M Â I . For v uY t e Int W we de®ne
where v is a path from uY 0 to v uY t de®ned by v s uY st. Let v be a path from uY 1 to v uY t de®ned by v s uY 1 À s st. By the de®nitions of p v and k F v we see that
Let g be an element of orthogonal group On À 1 with det g À1 and denote by N the quotient space of R Â D nÀ1 gained by identifying sY v and s 1Y gv for each sY v e R Â D nÀ1 . Then N is a non-orientable smooth On À 1 bundle over S 1 with ®ber D nÀ1 . We denote by sY v the point represented by sY v in N.
Let d X 0Y 1 3 0Y 1 be a monotone and smooth function such that dj0Y e 1 and dj1 À eY 1 0 for a positive number e which is small enough.
For each t e I we de®ne a map H t X N 3 N by
where s e R, 0 a r a 1 and u e qD nÀ1 . Then H t is a di¨eomorphism such that H t jqN 1 qN for each t and H 1 is homotopic to H 0 1 N .
Let M be a closed, connected and non-orientable n-manifold and be a simple closed arc with based point u 0 such that w 1 M H 0. The tubular neighborhood of is di¨eomorphic to the above bundle N for a some g e On À 1 with det g À1. Hence we have a di¨eomorphism h X MY u 0 3 MY u 0 which satis®es the conditions (9.1) h is the identity map out of a tubular neighborhood N,
2) h is homotopic to the identity map 1 M by a homotopy H X M Â I 3 M and (9.3) H Ã g u 0 , where g u 0 is a path from u 0 Y 0 to u 0 Y 1 in M Â I de®ned by g u 0 t u 0 Y t. We de®ne a family of isomorphisms h fh u g X S M 3 h Ã S M by
where g u is a path from uY 0 to uY 1 de®ned by g u t uY t. Then h is an equivalence. In particular, h u 0 S M À1 Àid.
Let f X MY u 0 3 BpY y 0 be a continuous map which satis®es the conditions (3.1) and (3.2), and j X S M 3 f Ã S w be an equivalence. Composing h with j we get an equivalence h
F Ã i Ã g, for the natural inclusion i X A 3 X . Any element gthe base point) to f
For a local orientation j associated with f we de®ne a local orientation j 1 associated with f 1 by
In fact, the cobordism is given by W Y F Y p de®ned as follows. We put W M Â I and de®ne a map F X W 3 Bp by F uY t f t u. Furthermore we de®ne a local orientation p associated with F by extending
Now we can apply the previous argument to f 1 with j 1 and the proposition follows. r
Generalized form and proof of Theorem 3
In this section we present a generalized form of Theorem 3 as Theorem 20 and using it we prove Theorems 3 and 4.
Let M 4 BpY S w be the subset of M 4 BpY S w consisting of triples MY f Y j such that f induces an isomorphism on p 1 . Proposition 11 together with following proposition guarantees that M 4 BpY S w is not empty.
Proposition 15 ( [5] ). Let p be a ®nitely presentable group. For each element w of H 1 BpY Z 2 , there exist a connected closed 4-manifold M and a map f X M 3 Bp which induces an isomorphism on p 1 and satis®es f Ã w w 1 M.
In fact the zero element of 4 BpY S w is representable by N 0 Y g 0 Y 0 , where g 0 induces an isomorphism on p 1 and 0 is a local orientation associated with g 0 .
Proof. Let K 2 be a geometric realization of p by a compact 2-complex. We have a map g 1 X K 2 3 Bp which induces an isomorphism on p 1 . Let w X Bp 3 KZ 2 Y 1 P y Â R be the map corresponding to w. Here, P n , 2 a n a y, denotes the n-dimensional real projective space. Then we ®nd a map g X K 2 3 P 4 Â R such that g is an embedding approximating w g 1 and g Ã w 1 P 4 g
For the proof of Theorem 20 we need some lemmas.
Lemma 16. Let MY f Y j e 4 X Y S w and g be a nonzero element of Ker f Ã X p 1 M 3 p 1 X . We can perform the 1-dimensional surgery on the embedded circle representing g and get a new triple NY gY e M 4 X Y S w which represents the same element MY f Y j. Note that p 1 N p 1 Mag 1.
Proof. For an element MY f Y j e 4 X Y S w put W 1 M Â I and F 1 X W 1 3 X be a map de®ned by F 1 uY t f u. Then there is an equivalence p 1 X S w . Furthermore, in the case n a 4 the weakly stable class of the closed non-orientable 4-manifold is unique, because any w H 0 is equivalent modulo automorphisms of p.
Example 6. Let p Z 2 and w H 0. Take P y as Bp. Then we have A H 4 BpY S w Z 2 . The non-trivial element is represented by mP 4 Y iY j, where i X P 4 3 P y is a natural inclusion.
Example 7. Let p Z 2 l Z 2 and w H 0. Take P y Â P y as Bp. Any S w is equivalent to S h n S h for a non-trivial element h of H 1 P y Y Z 2 . Hereafter we distinguish the ®rst P y from the second P y . Let f 
